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Objectives

To realize a WEB application mainly able to 
Store and retrieve experimental data
Searching experiments among stored data

Using meta data
Using experimental data 



Problem: How to describe an 
experiment?

MIAME
Minimum Information About a Microarray 
Experiment
MIAME describes the information about a 
microarray experiment that is needed to enable 
the interpretation of the results of the experiment 
unambiguously and potentially to reproduce the 
experiment. 



MIAME (1/2)

The raw data for each hybridization (e.g., CEL or 
GPR files) 
The final processed (normalized) data for the set of 
hybridizations in the experiment (study) (e.g., the 
gene expression data matrix used to draw the 
conclusions from the study) 
The essential sample annotation including 
experimental factors and their values (e.g., 
compound and dose in a dose response experiment) 



MIAME (2/2)

The experimental design including sample data 
relationships (e.g., which raw data file relates to 
which sample, which hybridizations are technical, 
which are biological replicates) 
Sufficient annotation of the array (e.g., gene 
identifiers, genomic coordinates, probe 
oligonucleotide sequences or reference commercial 
array catalog number) 
The essential laboratory and data processing 
protocols (e.g., what normalization method has been 
used to obtain the final processed data) 



MIAME as an ER Model



Data Privacy

Users are organized in 
users 
registered users
administrators

Registered users are grouped into Research 
Teams
Experiments are labeled as 

Public, Protected and Private



The Experiment Entity
The Analysis  Entity



MIAME as a logical Model



Using a RDB based on MIAME .

We can develop a (web based) application to store 
and retrieve microarray data.
We can protect data using users, groups and 
visibility levels (public, protected, private).
We can navigate our data using MIAME metadata.
Our system does not add value to, for example, 
BASE2. 
To add value we have to implement advanced 
search capabilities

i.e., for example, find the experiments where a given gene 
has been analyzed  



Notes table example



Normalized data example



Are IR techniques applicable?

For each experiment we have to store:
Raw Data

a compressed file (stored as a blob)

Normalized Data
a text file (stored as a blob)

Lists of Regulated Genes 
a text file for each analysis of the experiment (stored as a blob)

For each platform 
The notes table (stored as a blob)

From this table it is possible have information about probe and 
gene(s).

We do not use MySQL full-text search capabilities



Apache Lucene

Apache Lucene is a high-performance, full-
featured text search engine library written 
entirely in Java. 
Implementations in other programming 
languages are available (index-compatible) 
It is an open source technology suitable for 
nearly any application that requires full-text 
search 



The Lucene Inverted Index



Apache Lucene advantages

not only text files 
stop words support
stemming
concurrent use of the index
multi language support
to filter research output
automatic ordering 
according to a score

queries with wild cards
range queries and natural 
language queries
proximity queries and fuzzy 
queries
queries caching
term boosting
highlighting support
batch indexing



Information Retrieval in MicroarrayWEB



Example:
Search all data through note's tables

Lucene looks into
note s tables

A list of ProbeID and  
TargetID is returned

1251623
4735472
...
6854655

Lucene looks into
normalized data and 
regulated genes

Results are organized into 
couples of rows
The first row contains 
column index
The second row contains 
numerical values







Open Problems

We would like to test the application.
Redundancy:  we store some data twice; is 
this a problem?
A very high number of documents.
The possibility of using a dedicated indexing 
server should be investigated.


